Group D

Equatorial Guinea - Brazil  0:3 (0:0)

# 23 6 JUL 2011  18:00  Frankfurt/Main / FIFA Women’s World Cup Stadium / GER   Att. 35,859

Referee: Bibiana STEINHAUS (GER)  Assistant Referee 1: Marina WOZNIAK (GER)
4th Official: Kateryna MONZUL (UKR)  Assistant Referee 2: Katrin RAFALSKI (GER)
Match Commissioner: Elisabeth LOISEL (FRA)  General Coordinator: Outi SAARINEN (FIN)

Goals scored:
ERIKA (BRA) 49’, CRISTIANE (BRA) 54’, CRISTIANE (BRA) 90'+3 penalty

Equatorial Guinea (EQG)

[ 1] MIRIAM (GK)
[ 2] BRUNA
[ 3] DULCIA
[ 4] CAROLINA
[ 5] ANA CRISTINA (-71’)
[ 6] VANIA
[ 7] DIALA (-86’)
[ 9] DORINE
[10] ANONMAN (C)
[14] JUMARIA
[21] LAETITIA

Substitutes:
[ 8] EMILIANA
[12] SINFOROSA (+71’)
[13] YAO (GK)
[15] CHINASA
[16] LUCRECIA
[17] ADRIANA (+86’)
[18] MARIA ROSA (GK)
[19] FATOU MATA
[20] CHRISTELLE

Brazil (BRA)

[ 1] ANDREIA (GK)
[ 2] MAURINE
[ 4] ALINE (C)
[ 6] ROSANA (-70’)
[ 7] ESTER
[ 8] FORMIGA (-90’)
[10] MARTA
[13] ERIKA
[14] FABIANA (-82’)

Substitutes:
[ 3] DAIANE
[ 9] BEATRIZ (+90’)
[15] FRANCIELLE (+70’)
[16] ELAINE
[17] DANIELE
[18] THAIS GUEDES (+82’)
[19] GRAZIELLE
[20] ROSEANE
[21] THAIS (GK)
[12] BARBARA (GK) (A)

Coach Marcello FRIGERIO (ITA)  Coach Kleiton LIMA (BRA)

Cautions:
DULCIA (EQG) 9’, DIALA (EQG) 60’, FRANCIELLE (BRA) 74’, RENATA COSTA (BRA) 77’, BRUNA (EQG) 90'+3

Expulsions:

Additional time:
First half: 0 min., second half: 3 min.
Equatorial Guinea - Brazil 0:3 (0:0)

**Game Statistics**

**Group D**

Equatorial Guinea - Brazil 0:3 (0:0)

# 236 JUL 2011 18:00 Frankfurt/Main / FIFA Women’s World Cup Stadium / GER Att. 35,859

**Equatorial Guinea (EQG)**

- Shots / Shots on Goal: 8 / 2
- Fouls: 21
- Corner Kicks: 8
- Direct Free Kicks to Goal: 2
- Indirect Free Kicks to Goal: 0
- Penalty Kicks/Converted: 0/0
- Offsides: 2
- Own Goals: 0
- Cautions: 3
- Expulsions due to Second Caution: 0
- Direct Expulsions: 0
- Ball Possession: 38%
- Actual playing time: 90 minutes

**Brazil (BRA)**

- Shots / Shots on Goal: 14 / 6
- Fouls: 14
- Corner Kicks: 6
- Direct Free Kicks to Goal: 2
- Indirect Free Kicks to Goal: 0
- Penalty Kicks/Converted: 1/1
- Offsides: 1
- Own Goals: 0
- Cautions: 2
- Expulsions due to Second Caution: 0
- Direct Expulsions: 0
- Ball Possession: 62%
- Actual playing time: 90 minutes

Player of the Match: 13, ERIKA (Brazil)

---

**Substitutions**

- EQG:
  - 12 SINFOROSA (MF) 19
  - 17 ADRIANA (FW) 4
- BRA:
  - 9 BEATRIZ (MF) 1
  - 15 FRANCIELLE (MF) 20
  - 18 THAIS GUEDES (FW) 8

**Match events**

- DULCIA □ 9' in SINFOROSA, out ANA CRISTINA
- DIALA □ 60' in ADRIANA, out DULCIA
- ERIKA 49' in SINFOROSA, out ROSANA
- CRISTIANE 54' in FRANCIELLE, out ROSANA
- ANA CRISTINA □ 71' in SINFOROSA, out ROSANA
- FRANCIELLE □ 74' in SINFOROSA, out ROSANA
- RENATA COSTA □ 77' in SINFOROSA, out ROSANA
- THAIS GUEDES □ 82' in SINFOROSA, out ROSANA
- BEATRIZ □ 90' in ADRIANA, out DULCIA
- FORMIGA □ 90' in ADRIANA, out DULCIA
- CRISTIANE □ 90' in ADRIANA, out DULCIA

---

**Pos:** Position  |  **Min:** Minutes played  |  **GS:** Goals scored  |  **GA:** Goals against  |  **Y:** Yellow card  |  **R:** Red card  |  **(C):** Captain  |  **2Y=R:** Expulsion due to second caution